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Short Distance
contributions

Long Distance 
contributions

Sensitive to new physics

contributions in c → uγ and c → ul+l− transitions are described by:

LSD
eff =

GF√
2
V ∗cbVub

!

i=7,9,10

CiQi, (1)

The operators are then:

Q7 =
e

8π2
mcFµν ūσµν(1 + γ5)c, Q9 =

e2

16π2
ūLγµcL l̄γ

µl, Q10 =
e2

16π2
ūLγµcL l̄γ

µγ5l. (2)

In (1) Ci denote, as usual, effective Wilson coefficients (they are determined at the scale µ = mc),
Fµν is the electromagnetic field strenght and qL = 1

2(1− γ5)q. In the case of the c → uγ decay
only C7 contributes, while in the case of c → ul+l− all three Wilson coefficents are present. At
the one-loop level contributions coming from penguin diagrams are strongly GIM suppressed
giving a branching ratio ∼ 10−18 [5, 6, 7, 8, 9]. The QCD corrections enhance this rate to
BR(c → uγ)SM = 2.5× 10−8 [10, 11]. Within SM the short distance contribution coming from
Q7,9 leads to the branching ratio [8, 12, 13, 14]

BR(D → Xue
+e−)SDSM ≃ 3.7× 10−9. (3)

However, this short distance contribution is overshadowed by long distance contributions, which
are the result of the nonleptonic D decays [8, 12]. The branching ratio for the inclusive decay is:

BR(D → Xue
+e−)LDSM ∼ O(10−6). (4)

The amplitude for the D → V γ decay can be most generally written as:

A[D(p) → V (p′, ϵ′)γ(q, ϵ)] = −iACP ϵµναβq
µϵ∗νpαϵ∗′,β

+ APV [(ϵ
∗′,β · q)(ϵ∗ν · q)− (p · q)(ϵ∗ν ϵ∗ν)] . (5)

The authors of [15] have reinvestigated long distance dynamics. Using the QCD sum rules result
for the tensor form factors (T ρ ≃ Tω ≃ 0.7± 0.2 ) they found that parity conserving (violating)
amplitudes are (Aρ,ω

PC,PV )
SD ≃ 0.6(2) × 10−9/mD|C7(mc)/0.4 · 10−2| where superscripts ρ,ω

denote the appropriate vector meson state V . For the determination of short distance
contribution one has to know the matrix element of the Q7 operator. In the calculations of it the
tensor form-factors are present [15]. The long distance contribution was estimated by knowing
that the relation BR(D0 → K∗0γ)/BR(D0 → K∗0ρ0) = BR(D0 → φγ)/BR(D0 → φρ0) is

a consequence of vector meson dominance [15] |(AV
PC,PV )

LD| = [32π/2m3
D(1 − m2

V
m2

D
)−3Γ(D →

V γ)]1/2, what gives, for V = φ, |(Aφ
PC,PV )

LD| = 5.9(4)× 10−8/mD. These estimations are close
to the previously determined ones in [5, 6].

The SM short distance contributions to D0 → γγ and D0 → µ+µ− can be determined using
the effective Lagrangian (1), while in both decay modes the dominant contribution comes from
long distance effects [12, 9]. Recently D0 → γγ and D0 → l+l− were reconsidered in [13]. The
branching ratio coming from long and short distance contributions are BRSM

LD (D0 → γγ) ≃
(1 − 3) × 10−8, BR2−loops

SD (D0 → γγ) ≃ (3.6 − 8.1) × 10−12. In the D0 → l+l− decay also the
SM long distance contribution dominates over the short distance ones. The authors of [13]
considered contributions coming from γγ intermediate states due to long distance dynamics in
D0 → γγ arriving at the value BR(D0 → µ+µ−) ∼ (2.7−8.0)×10−13. Recently LHCb improved
the bound on the branching ratio BR(D0 → µ+µ−) ≤ 6.2× 10−9 [17].

Among all exclusive decay modes containing lepton pair in the final state, the simplest one
for experimental searches are D+ → π+ℓ+ℓ− and D+

s → K+ℓ+ℓ−. Close to the φ resonant peak
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D	→	hee

BESIII can probe c→	ull, esp c→	uee
Stronger diagram cancellation thandown-types
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FCNC in charm decays
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Reported in this talk:
p J/ψ→ 𝑫𝟎𝒆C𝒆D + 𝒄. 𝒄. and	ψ(3686)→ 𝑫𝟎𝒆C𝒆D + 𝒄. 𝒄. Phys.	Rev.	D96,111101 (RC)	(2017)
p Search	𝝍 𝟑𝟔𝟖𝟔 → 𝜦𝒄C	𝒑\	𝒆C𝒆D +	c.c.	Phys.	Rev.	D 97,	091102(RC)(2018)
p Search	for	D →	h(h’)ee Phys.	Rev.	D	97,	072015	(2018)
p Search	for	D＋→h＋e＋e－ and	D＋→h－e＋e＋ BESIII	preliminary

J/ψ(ψ(3686)) → 𝑫𝟎𝒆C𝒆D 𝝍 𝟑𝟔𝟖𝟔 → 𝚲𝒄C	𝒑\	𝒆C𝒆D

More BESIII new physics search results: 
Shenjian Chen’s talk, July 5 @DM session
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BESIII@BEPCII
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Ref:
NIM A614, 
345 (2010)

high lumi, large datasets, hermetic detector with 
good performance and clean environment at BESIII 
are helpful for probing rare FCNC decays

BESIII Detector Performance

Exps.
MDC

Spatial 
resolution

MDC

dE/dx
resolution

EMC

Energy 
resolution

CLEO-c 110 µm 5% 2.2-2.4 %

BaBar 125 µm 7% 2.67 %

Belle 130 µm 5.6% 2.2 %

BESIII 
115 µm <5%

(Bhabha) 2.4%

Exps.
TOF

Time 
resolution 

CDFII 100 ps

Belle 90 ps
BESIII 68 ps (BTOF)

60 ps (ETOF)

MUC:    Efficiency ~ 96%
BG level:  < 0.04 Hz/cm2(B-MUC), < 0.1 Hz/cm2(E-MUC)

LXR Seminar at Center for HEP, PKU., 2017 14

∼ 1.3B +4.7B 	𝐽/𝜓 ∼ 100×BESII
∼ 0.5 B  𝜓(3686) ∼ 24×CLEO-c
∼ 2.9/fb  𝜓(3770) ∼ 3.5×CLEO-c

peak lumi of 1x1033 cm-2s-1 at 
1.89GeV reached  in April 2016

competitive in channels with low energy 
electron/photons, neutrons, pi0’s

Data sets for results in this talk
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dataset: 1310M J/𝜓 and 448M 𝜓(3686) 
With D decay modes:

𝐷d → 𝐾D𝜋C

𝐷d → 𝐾D𝜋C𝜋d

𝐷d → 𝐾D𝜋C𝜋C𝜋D

Published at Phys. Rev. D96,111101(2017) (RC) 

Search for the rare decays
J/ψ→ 𝐷d𝑒C𝑒D + 𝑐. 𝑐. and 
ψ(3686)→ 𝐷d𝑒C𝑒D + 𝑐. 𝑐.

2018/7/7 ICHEP2018 5
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Fitting  of 𝑫𝟎 mass spectra
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Simultaneous fit for three decay channels.

J/ψ

ψ(3686)
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Systematic Uncertainties
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(d) Kinematic fit: The uncertainty associated with the
kinematic fit arises from the inconsistency of the track
helix parameters between data and MC simulation.
Therefore, the three track parameters ϕ0, κ and tan λ
are corrected for the signal MC samples, where the
correction factors are obtained by comparing the pull
distributions of the control samples described in detail
in Ref. [27]. The resulting difference in the detection
efficiencies between the samples with and without the
helix correction is taken as the systematic uncertainty.

(e) γ conversion veto: The effect of the γ conversion veto
is studied using a control sample of J=ψ → πþπ−π0

with the subsequent Dalitz decay π0 → γeþe−. A clean
control sample is selected, and the corresponding MC
sample is generated with the RhoPi generator based on
a formalism of helicity coupling amplitudes for the
process J=ψ → πþπ−π0 [28], while a generator for the
decay π0 → γeþe− adopts a simple pole approxima-
tion in the form factor jFðq2Þj ¼ 1þ αq2=m2

π0 with
α ¼ 0.032 [1]. The efficiency of the γ conversion veto
is the ratio of signal yields with and without the γ
conversion veto, where the signal yields are extracted
by fitting the eþe− invariant mass. The resulting
difference between data and MC, 1.7%, is taken as
the systematic uncertainty.

(f) Mass window requirements: Various requirements of
mass window by widening 5 MeV=c2 are applied to
veto the different backgrounds, the corresponding
uncertainties are studied by changing the appropriate
values. The resulting changes in the final results are
taken as the systematic uncertainties.

(g) Branching fractions of intermediate states: The un-
certainties of the decay branching fractions of inter-
mediate states in the cascade decays are quoted from
the PDG [1].

(h) Total number of ψ events: The uncertainties on the
total numbers of J=ψ and ψð3686Þ events are 0.55%

and 0.62%, respectively, which are determined by
studying the inclusive hadron events [13–16].

All the individual systematic uncertainties are summa-
rized in Table I, where the sources of the uncertainties
tagged with ‘%’ are assumed to be 100% correlated among
the three different D0 decay modes. The efficiencies for
other selection criteria, the trigger simulation, the event
start time determination and the FSR simulation are quite
high (>99%), and so their systematic uncertainties are
estimated to be less than 1% [29]. The total systematic
uncertainties are given by the quadratic sum of the
individual uncertainties, assuming all sources to be inde-
pendent. The uncertainty due to the fit procedure is
considered during the upper limit determination described
in the following.
Since no significant signal for ψ → D0eþe− is observed,

upper limits at the 90% C.L. on the branching fractions are
determined. Simultaneous, unbinned maximum likelihood
fits on the distributions of invariant masses MðK−πþÞ,
MðK−πþπ0Þ, and MðK−πþπþπ−Þ, are carried out for the
J=ψ and ψð3686Þ samples. In the fit, the signal shapes
are described by the corresponding signal MC samples and
the background shapes are described by second-order
polynomial functions. The expected number of signal
events in the ith decay mode is calculated with
Ni ¼ Nψ · B · Binter

i · ϵi, where Nψ is the total number of
ψ events, Binter

i is the product of the decay branching
fractions of D0 mesons and subsequent intermediate states,
taken from the PDG [1], and ϵi is the detection efficiency
from the signal MC samples. The decay branching fraction
B of ψ → D0eþe− is a common parameter among the three
D0 decay modes. The overall likelihood values (L) are the
products of those of the three D0 decay modes, incorpo-
rating systematic uncertainties, which are separated as
correlated and uncorrelated [30,31]. The likelihood fits
are carried out with the MINUIT package [32].

TABLE I. Summary of systematic uncertainties (in %) for J=ψ → D0eþe− and ψ → D0eþe−, where sources
tagged with ‘%’ are correlated among the different D0 decay modes. The hyphen (−) indicates the source does not
contribute to the channel.

D0 → K−πþ D0 → K−πþπ0 D0 → K−πþπþπ−

J=ψ ψð3686Þ J=ψ ψð3686Þ J=ψ ψð3686Þ
Tracking* 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 6.0 6.0
PID* 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 8.0 8.0
γ detection & & & & & & 1.2 1.2 & & & & & &
Kinematic fit 1.7 1.6 1.1 1.8 2.2 2.0
Veto γ conversion* 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7
Veto KS → π0π0 & & & & & & 0.6 & & & & & &
Veto KS → πþπ− & & & & & & & & & & & & 2.1 2.2
Veto J=ψ → eþe− & & & 0.1 & & & & & & & & &
Branching fraction 1.3 1.3 3.6 3.6 2.6 2.6
ψ total number* 0.55 0.62 0.55 0.62 0.55 0.62
Others 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
Total 7.8 7.8 8.5 8.7 11.0 10.9

M. ABLIKIM et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW D 96, 111101(R) (2017)

111101-6

RAPID COMMUNICATIONS
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The Upper Limits on BRs
combining three D decay channels

Considering the systematic uncertainty, at 90%C.L.
J/ψ→ 𝐷d𝑒C𝑒D + 𝑐. 𝑐. < 8.5×10Di		more stringent by 2 orders in 
magnitude compared to the previous results Phys. Lett. B 639, 418 (2006).

ψ(3686)→ 𝐷d𝑒C𝑒D + 𝑐. 𝑐. < 1.4 × 10Dj set for the first time

82018/7/7 ICHEP2018

Phys. Rev. D96,111101(2017) (RC) 
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Search 𝝍 𝟑𝟔𝟖𝟔 → 𝚲𝒄C	𝒑\	𝒆C𝒆D + c.c.
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New physics models predict the BR 
could reach ~10-6

Phys. Rev. D 60, 014011(1999); 
Nucl. Phys. 25, 461 (2001);

Event selection
p 𝝍 𝟑𝟔𝟖𝟔 → 𝚲𝒄C	𝒑\	𝒆C𝒆D + c.c.

Ø 𝚲𝒄C → 𝒑	𝑲D	𝝅C	
p Final state

Ø 𝒑	𝒑\ 𝑲D	𝝅C 𝑲C𝝅D 𝒆C𝒆D

Ø At	least	3	positive	and	3	
negative	charged	tracks	are	
required	with	zero	net	charge

Ø partID,	vertexFit,	4CFit
Ø Define 2.25≤𝒎(𝚲𝒄C) ≤2.32	

GeV as	signal	region	(>99%)

+πpM
1 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.7 1.8 1.9 2
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en

ts
/1

0 
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eV

-210

-110
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-πpM
1 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.7 1.8 1.9 2
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en

ts
/1

0 
M

eV

-110

1

10
Signal MC

Inclusive MC

Ø 29	simulated	events	remain	after	4C	kinematic	fit,	from		
inclusive	𝝍 𝟑𝟔𝟖𝟔 	MC	sample	of	506	M	events.

Ø Most of the background contain 𝚲 or 𝚲\ particle. 

Ø To further remove the background, 
Ø 𝑴(𝒑\𝝅C)>1.13	GeV and	𝑴(𝒑𝝅D)>	1.13	GeV

The continuum background in the 𝝍(𝟑𝟔𝟖𝟔) data is negligible.
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sources systematic uncertainty(%)

Number of𝜓(3686) 0.6

Track reconstruction 9.0

Particle identification 9.0

4C kinematic fit 1.0

BF(ΛqC → 𝑝	𝐾D	𝜋C) 5.2

Signal region 4.0

Λ mass window 1.0

Physics model 34.3

Total 37.2

𝝍 𝟑𝟔𝟖𝟔 → 𝚲𝒄C	𝒑\	𝒆C𝒆DSyst. Unc.

2018/7/7 ICHEP2018 10

Physics	model:
l Nominal:

l VMDmodel with FF
from ρ → π+π−e+e−

l 1)Extreme	case
l 𝝍 𝟐𝑺 → 𝑿	𝒑\;	

1+cos𝟐𝜽
l X	→ 𝚲𝒄C𝒆C𝒆D (VMD);	

7.2%à4.7%
l 2)	PHSP	model.	

7.2%à6.6%
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𝝍 𝟑𝟔𝟖𝟔 → 𝚲𝒄C	𝒑\	𝒆C𝒆D search result

2018/7/7 ICHEP2018 11

l No	signal	is	found.
l the	90%	C.L.	upper	limit	

(Nup=47.3)	is	obtained	
taking	into	account	the	
efficiency	and	systematic	
uncertainties.

Nucl. Instrum. Methods A 551 (2005) 493– 503.

l The	BF	upper	limit	@90%	C.L.	is	determined	to	be	1.7×𝟏𝟎D𝟔
with	systematic	uncertainties	taken	into	account.

5

integrated luminosity of 567 pb−1 [27]. By apply-
ing the same Mpπ+ selection requirement, we cal-
culate the corresponding efficiency as the ratio of
the events with and without the selection require-
ment. The efficiency difference between data and
MC simulation, 1.0%, is assigned as the systematic
uncertainty.

(VII) We study the influence of the physics model of
the decay ψ(3686)→ Λ+

c pe
+e− by changing the de-

cay model to an extreme model and a phase space
model. In the extreme model, we assume an addi-
tional intermediate decay of ψ(3686) → Xp, where
the polar angle distribution of p follows 1 + cos2 θ
and X decays to Λ+

c e
+e− according to a VMD

model. The difference in the signal detection ef-
ficiency is 34.3% which is mainly due to the differ-
ent geometrical acceptance for the events and the
difficulty in finding low momentum leptons with re-
spect to the nominal physics model. In the phase
space model, we assume a uniform phase space dis-
tribution for signal, and the resulting difference in
efficiency with respect to the nominal value is found
to be 8.3%. We assign 34.3% as the systematic un-
certainty.

A summary of all systematic uncertainties is given in
Table I. The total uncertainty is 37.2%, which is the
quadrature sum of the individual values.

TABLE I: Overview of systematic uncertainties.

Sources Systematic uncertainty (%)
Number of ψ(3686) decays 0.6
Track reconstruction 9.0
Particle identification 9.0
4C kinematic fit 1.0
BF of Λ+

c → pK−π+ 5.2
Signal region 4.0
Mpπ−/Mpπ+ criteria 1.0
Physics model 34.3
Total 37.2

V. RESULT

The number of signal events is determined by exam-
ining the Λ+

c signal in the MpK−π+ distribution, which
is shown in Fig. 2. No events survive within the signal
region ranging from 2.25 to 2.32 GeV/c2. The potential
background in the signal region is estimated using events
in the MpK−π+ sideband regions, which are defined as
[2.06, 2.23] GeV/c2 and [2.34, 2.40] GeV/c2. The esti-
mated number of background events is 1.5, assuming a
uniform distribution of background in the MpK−π+ dis-
tribution. We also estimate the number of background
events to be zero using the inclusive MC sample and
the data sample with

√
s = 3.773 GeV. As no candi-

date events are found in the signal region, the estimated

)2 (GeV/c+π
-pKM

2 2.05 2.1 2.15 2.2 2.25 2.3 2.35 2.4

)2
Ev

en
ts

 / 
(5

 M
eV

/c

0.5

1

1.5

2

2.5

3 Data
Signal MC

Fig. 2: Distribution of MpK−π+ for the data (dots with error
bars) and signal MC sample (dashed histogram). The signal
MC is scaled arbitrarily. The regions between the left (right)
two blue dashed and middle two red solid arrows represent
the sideband and signal regions, respectively.

number of background events is determined to be 0± 1.5
events. Using the Rolke method [28, 29], an upper limit
Nup of 47.3 produced events at the 90% confidence level
(C.L.) is obtained. This upper limit takes into account
the number of background events, the systematic uncer-
tainty, and the detection efficiency (7.21%). The number
of signal events is assumed to follow a Poisson distri-
bution, and the signal detection efficiency and the num-
ber of background events are assumed to follow Gaussian
distributions with widths given by the corresponding un-
certainties. The upper limit on the BF (B) of the decay
ψ(3686) → Λ+

c pe
+e−+ c.c. is calculated to be 1.7× 10−6

using the following formula:

B ≤
Nup

Nψ(3686) × BF(Λ+
c → pK−π+)

, (1)

where Nψ(3686) is the number of ψ(3686) decays and
BF(Λ+

c → pK−π+) is the BF of the decay Λ+
c →

pK−π+ [26].

VI. SUMMARY

The search for the FCNC decay ψ(3686) → Λ+
c pe

+e−+
c.c. is performed for the first time using a sample of
(448.1± 2.9)× 106 ψ(3686) decays. No signal events are
observed and the upper limit on the BF at the 90% C.L.
is determined to be 1.7 × 10−6. The result is within the
expectations of the SM, and no evidence for new physics
is found.

Signal region:2.25-2.32 GeV.
𝚲𝒄C mass:	2.286	GeV

Signal region

Sideband Sideband

Phys.	Rev.	D 97,	091102(RC)(2018)
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D->h(h’)ee: previous results
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6.2. RARE DECAYS 83

Table 6.2: The latest experimental upper limits on branching fractions (in unit of 10�6) for the

rare D decays into h(h0)e+e�.

Decay Upper limit Experiment Year Ref.

D0 ! ⇡0e+e� 45.0 CLEO 1996 [14]

D0 ! ⌘e+e� 110.0 CLEO 1996 [14]

D0 ! !e+e� 180.0 CLEO 1996 [14]

D0 ! K0e+e� 110.0 CLEO 1996 [14]

D0 ! ⇢e+e� 124.0 E791 2001 [15]

D0 ! �e+e� 59.0 E791 2001 [15]

D0 ! K⇤0e+e� 47.0 E791 2001 [15]

D0 ! ⇡+⇡�e+e� 370.0 E791 2001 [15]

D0 ! K+K�e+e� 315.0 E791 2001 [15]

D0 ! K�⇡+e+e� 385.0 E791 2001 [15]

D+ ! ⇡+e+e� 1.1 BaBar 2011 [16]

D+ ! K+e+e� 1.0 BaBar 2011 [16]

D+ ! ⇡+⇡0e+e�

D+ ! ⇡+K0
Se

+e�

D+ ! K+⇡0e+e�

D+ ! K+K0e+e�

p Previous D0 limits are in the level of 10-5 ~10-4

p D+ limits are better, but only few three-body decays
p LHCb observed some four-body decays of D0→hhμ+μ− at 10-7 level
p BESIII could probe all of the above e+e- modes

In unit of 10-6
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Double tag(DT) analysis

2018/7/7 ICHEP2018 13

A kinematic fit constraining Mγγ to the nominal π0 mass is
performed. The candidate with the smallest χ2 is kept and is
required to satisfy χ2 < 20. An ω candidate is reconstructed
with its πþπ−π0 decay mode, by requiring the three-pion
invariant massMπþπ−π0 to bewithin ð0.720; 0.840Þ GeV=c2.
For theK0

S candidates, in addition to the same criteria as used

in STevent selection, we further require L=σL > 2, where L
is the measured K0

S flight distance and σL is the correspond-
ing uncertainty.
Similar to the ST selection, ΔE and MBC for the signal

candidates of the rare D decays in DT events, denoted as
ΔEsig andM

sig
BC, are calculated. For each signal mode,ΔEsig
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FIG. 1. Distributions of Mtag
BC for all ST modes. Data are shown as points with error bars. The solid lines are the total fits, and the

dashed lines are the background contribution.

TABLE II. The ΔEsig requirements, the Msig
BC signal regions, the observed number of signal events nobs, and the

estimated background yields nSBbkg1 and nMC
bkg2 $ σMC

bkg2 in the Dþ and D0 signal modes.

Dþ decays ΔEsig (GeV) Msig
BC (GeV=c2) nobs nSBbkg1 nMC

bkg2 $ σMC
bkg2

πþπ0eþe− ð−0.060; 0.030Þ (1.864, 1.877) 4 0 5.3$ 0.7
Kþπ0eþe− ð−0.063; 0.037Þ (1.862, 1.877) 1 0 0.5$ 0.2
K0

Sπ
þeþe− ð−0.038; 0.020Þ (1.865, 1.877) 6 0 4.6$ 0.7

K0
SK

þeþe− ð−0.038; 0.021Þ (1.865, 1.875) 0 0 0.2$ 0.1

D0 decays ΔEsig (GeV) Msig
BC (GeV=c2) nobs nSBbkg1 nMC

bkg2 $ σMC
bkg2

K−Kþeþe− ð−0.044; 0.015Þ (1.858, 1.872) 2 0 0.9$ 0.3
πþπ−eþe− ð−0.053; 0.020Þ (1.857, 1.873) 11 2 11.8$ 1.1
K−πþeþe− ð−0.040; 0.018Þ (1.857, 1.873) 49 1 32.4$ 1.7
π0eþe− ð−0.043; 0.020Þ (1.853, 1.879) 2 0 2.1$ 0.4
ηeþe− ð−0.094; 0.031Þ (1.854, 1.878) 0 0 0.6$ 0.3
ωeþe− ð−0.086; 0.035Þ (1.854, 1,878) 2 0 4.0$ 0.6
K0

Se
þe− ð−0.078; 0.035Þ (1.858, 1.873) 4 0 2.2$ 0.5
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is required to be within 3σ of the nominal value, as listed in
Table II, and only the combination with the smallest jΔEsigj
is kept. The Msig

BC distributions of the surviving events are
shown in Fig. 2, where no significant excess over the
expected backgrounds is observed. The number of remain-
ing signal candidates, nobs, is counted in the Msig

BC signal
regions and listed in Table II. The corresponding DT
detection efficiencies and the average signal efficiencies
εsig over different ST modes are given in Table III. The BFs
of the rare decays will be determined by subtracting the
background contributions.
The backgrounds are separated into two categories:

events with a wrong ST candidate, and events with a
correct ST but wrong signal candidate, which dominantly
originate from the γ-conversion process. The former
background can be estimated with the surviving events
in the ST sideband (SB) region of Mtag

BC distribution, which
is defined as ð1.830; 1.855Þ GeV=c2 for D̄0 decays and
ð1.830; 1.860Þ GeV=c2 for D− decays. The corresponding
number of wrong-ST background events, nbkg1, is esti-
mated with the number of events in the SB region (nSBbkg1)
normalized by a scale factor f, which is the ratio of the
integrated numbers of background events in the signal and
SB regions. The scale factor f is found to be 0.466# 0.001
for the Dþ decays and 0.611# 0.001 for the D0 decays,
respectively, where the uncertainty is statistical only. The

wrong-ST background is expected to follow a Poisson (P)
distribution with central value of nbkg1 · f. The background
from misreconstructed signal is estimated with the DþD−

andD0D̄0 events in the inclusiveMC samples by subtracting
thewrongSTevents, and the correspondingnumber of events
is expected to follow aGaussian distribution (G), with central
value nMC

bkg2 and standard deviation σMC
bkg2. The relevant

numbers are summarized in Table II.

IV. SYSTEMATIC UNCERTAINTIES

With the DT technique, the systematic uncertainties in
the BF measurements due to the detection and recon-
struction of the ST D̄ mesons mostly cancel, as shown in
Eq. (1). For the signal side, the following sources of
systematic uncertainties, as summarized in Table IV, are
considered. All of these contributions are added in quad-
rature to obtain the total systematic uncertainties.
The uncertainties of tracking and PID efficiencies forK#

and π# are studied with control samples of DD̄ favored
hadronic modes [22]. We assign an uncertainty of 1.0% per
track for the tracking and 0.5% for the PID uncertainties.
The tracking and PID efficiency for e# detection is studied
using radiative Bhabha events, and the corresponding
systematic uncertainty is evaluated by weighting according
to the cos θ and transverse momentum distributions of
the e# tracks. The uncertainties for π0, η and K0
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FIG. 2. Distributions ofMsig
BC for the signal modes after applying all selection criteria. The solid histograms are data, the hatched ones

are the events in the inclusive MC samples scaled to the luminosity of data, the hollow ones are the SB events in the ST Mtag
BC

distributions, and the dashed lines denote the signal regions. The inset shows the Meþe− distribution for D0 → K−πþeþe−, which is
divided into three regions, ½0.00; 0.20Þ, ½0.20; 0.65Þ and ½0.65; 0.90& GeV=c2, distinguished by the dot-dashed lines.
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DT: Fully make use of DD pair
production at threshold
p Event is very clean, bkg low 
p High tagging efficiency 
p Many systematic uncertainties can be 

cancelled
p Could measure absolute BFs 

Blind analysis based on Monte Carlo 
(MC) simulations to validate the 
analysis strategy, 

Data
Inclusive MC
sideband
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D→h(h’)ee: BESIII results

■ With double tag technique at
threshold, both D0 and D+ FCNC
are studied.

■ UL for D+ 4-track events are
provided for 1st time

■ other FCNC upper limits are
greatly improved

■ divide the M(ee) distribution into 
3 regions for Kpiee to help
separate LD effect

2018/7/7 ICHEP2018 14

L ¼ Pðnobs; ntag · B · εsig þ nbkg1 þ nbkg2Þ
· Gðεsig; εMC

sig ; ε
MC
sig · σMC

ε Þ

· PðnSBbkg1; nbkg1 · fÞ · Gðnbkg2; nMC
bkg2; σ

MC
bkg2Þ: ð2Þ

Based on the Bayesian method, we use the
likelihood distribution as a function of the signal BF B,
with variations of the other parameters nbkg1, nbkg2, and εsig,
as the probability function. Note that the STyields, ntag, are
taken as the truth ones, as their uncertainties are negligible.
The resultant likelihood distributions for all the signal

modes are shown in Fig. 3, and the ULs on the signal BFs
at the 90% CL are estimated by integrating the likelihood
curves in the physical region of B ≥ 0. For D0 →
K−πþeþe−, the BF is determined to be ð2.5% 1.1Þ ×
10−5 with a significance of 2.6σ, where the uncertainty
includes the statistical and systematic ones. Reference [4]
predicts the BF of D0 → K−πþeþe−, which is dominated
by the LD bremsstrahlung and (virtual) resonance-decay
contributions in the lower and upper regions, respectively,
to exceed 0.99 × 10−5 in the lowerMeþe− region, adding up
to 1.6 × 10−5 in the whole region. Therefore, we divide the
Meþe− distribution into three regions and determine the BFs
in the individual regions. All these results are listed in
Table V, and are all within the SM predictions.

VI. SUMMARY

To summarize, searches for Dþ and D0 decays into
hðhð0ÞÞeþe− final states are performed, based on the DT
analysis of a eþe− collision sample of 2.93 fb−1 taken atffiffiffi
s

p
¼ 3.773 GeV with the BESIII detector. No evident
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FIG. 3. Likelihood curves as a function of the signal BFs. The arrows point to the position of the ULs at the 90% CL.

TABLE V. Results of the ULs on the BFs for the investigated
rare decays at the 90% CL, and the corresponding results in the
PDG. Also listed are the results of the BFs in the different Meþe−

regions for D0 → K−πþeþe−. The uncertainties include both
statistical and systematic ones.

Signal decays B (×10−5) PDG [9] (×10−5)

Dþ → πþπ0eþe− <1.4 & & &
Dþ → Kþπ0eþe− <1.5 & & &
Dþ → K0

Sπ
þeþe− <2.6 & & &

Dþ → K0
SK

þeþe− <1.1 & & &
D0 → K−Kþeþe− <1.1 <31.5
D0 → πþπ−eþe− <0.7 <37.3
D0 → K−πþeþe−† <4.1 <38.5
D0 → π0eþe− <0.4 <4.5
D0 → ηeþe− <0.3 <11

D0 → ωeþe− <0.6 <18

D0 → K0
Se

þe− <1.2 <11
† in Meþe− regions:
½0.00; 0.20Þ GeV=c2 <3.0 (1.5þ1.0

−0.9 ) & & &
½0.20; 0.65Þ GeV=c2 <0.7 & & &
½0.65; 0.90Þ GeV=c2 <1.9 (1.0þ0.5

−0.4 ) & & &
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• FCNC (e.g. D＋→h＋e＋e－) processes are expected to be very rare 
since it can not occur at tree level in the SM.

Short distance: ~ 10-10~-9 level, MPLA8 (1993) 967

Long distance: ~ 10-6~-5 level, PRD76 (2007) 074010

• Lepton Number Violation (LNV) (e.g. D＋→h－e＋e＋) decays are 
forbidden in the SM, while beyond the SM

Majorana neutrino: ~ 10-30~-23 level, PRD64 (2001) 114009

may be greatly enhanced to ~10-5~-6 , EPJC71 (2011) 1715

D＋→h＋e＋e－ and D＋→h－e＋e＋

2018/7/7 ICHEP2018 15
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Scatter plots for MBC versus ΔE, where the signal regions are shown as a 
blue rectangle. The contours are determined from MC simulation to 
enclose 84% of signal events for each channel.

D＋→h＋ee data unblinded

2018/7/7 ICHEP2018 16

Preliminary
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While s90 is estimated with TROLKE program, and the upper limit of 
branching fraction is calculated by  

where 

D＋→h＋ee preliminary results

2018/7/7 ICHEP2018 17

Preliminary
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Search for

2018/7/7 ICHEP2018

■ EM dynamics is absent
■ LD contributions are much suppressed
■ Much clean to probe FCNC transitions in charm
■ Could be complementary to results from B mesons

◆ Belle  B → h(∗) νν: Phys. Rev. Lett. 99, 221802 (2007). 
◆ BaBar B0 →γνν: Phys. Rev. Lett. 93, 091802 (2004).

84 CHAPTER 6. NEW PHYSICS

�⌫⌫ [18]. Using 2.92 fb�1 data sample taken at
p
s = 3.773GeV with the BESIII detector, the

sensitivity of D0 ! ⇡0⌫⌫ measurement is expected to reach 10�3.

 (nS) ! D(⇤)0l+l�/D(⇤)0�

The c ! u transitions of  (nS) are unobservably small in the SM [2, 19], while some

possible new physics scenarios would allow large FCNC transition rates. For example, the

branching fraction of J/ ! DXu mediated by c ! u transition could be enhanced to the

order of 10�6 ⇠ 10�5 [2]. Thus any observation of FCNC in low-lying charmonium decays

would indicate new physics. However it is di�cult to separate pure c ! u mediated transitions

from c ! s and c ! d hadronic weak decays for  (nS) ! D(⇤)Xu at BESIII. In stead, the

FCNC dominated semileptonic decay  (nS) ! D(⇤)0l+l� and radiative decay  (nS) ! D(⇤)0�

are distinct by exploiting final state lepton and photon as a kinematic constraint.

6.2.3 Conclusion

With a sample of 1010 J/ events to be collected by the BESIII detector, we expect to im-

prove the branching fraction measurements of J/ weak decays, including both hadronic and

semileptonic weak decays, by an order of magnitude, which will provide a more stringent exper-

imental test of the SM than the previous searches, and hence further constrain the parameter

spaces of some new physics models.

Prediction in the SM

PHYSICAL REVIEW D66,014009（2002）

𝒄 → 𝒖𝝊𝒍 𝝊𝒍 𝐬𝐡𝐨𝐫𝐭 𝐝𝐢𝐬𝐭𝐚𝐧𝐜𝐞

𝐋𝐨𝐧𝐠 𝐝𝐢𝐬𝐭𝐚𝐧𝐜𝐞

• FCNC transitions only occur at loop order in the SM
• Electro-magnetic dynamics is absent for the neutrinos
• LD contributions could be suppressed to be lower than SD
• Much clean to study the FCNC transitions

Phys. Rev. D 66 014009

Pure neutral final 
state with missing 
momenta.  
Unique for BESIII,
Work ongoing
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Search for DàKπe+e+ decays

2018/7/7 ICHEP2018 19

■ Lepton number violating(LNV) process (ΔL =2)
◆ possibly due to a single Majorana neutrino exchange

■ The best BR limit around 10-4 ~10-5 level by E791[PRL 86, 3969(2001)].
■ BESIII could improve them to ~10-6

■ Further constrain mass-dependent DàKe+νN(πe+) decay
◆ constrain mixing matrix element |VeN|2

■ Work in progress, the results to be published

H.R. Dong et al Chin, Phys. C 39 013101 (2015). 
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Summary

l FCNC transitions are sensitive probes of new physics
l BESIII searches of FCNC in charmonium and charm 

meson decays provide the best limits on:
p J/ψ→ 𝑫𝟎𝒆C𝒆Dand	ψ(3686)→ 𝑫𝟎𝒆C𝒆D Phys.	Rev.	D96,111101	(RC)	(2017)

p Search	𝝍 𝟑𝟔𝟖𝟔 → 𝚲𝒄C	𝒑\	𝒆C𝒆D Phys.	Rev.	D 97,	091102(RC)(2018)

p Search	for	D	→	h(h’)ee Phys.	Rev.	D	97,	072015	(2018)

p Search	for	D＋→h＋e＋e－ and	D＋→h－e＋e＋ BESIII	preliminary

l BESIII has great potential with unique (and
increasing) datasets for new physics search:
l More to come, stay tuned!

2018/7/7 ICHEP2018 20

More BESIII new physics search results: 
Shenjian Chen’s talk, July 5 @DM session


